The Theology Tree
Theo explains the Key Pattern of Learning
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It is fun to see a child understand a new concept, but it
is more rewarding to see them make connections to
heaven and increase their spiritual education. Joseph
Smith said, "There is no knowledge, no
learning that can compensate the individual
for the loss of his belief in heaven and in the
saving principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
An education that leads a man from these central truths cannot
compensate him for the great loss of spiritual things." (Doctrines
of Salvation, 1:321-322.)
Keeping this in mind I taught my children with a visual aid of a tree.
Parley P. Pratt in his book, key to the Science of Theology, said, "All that is
useful, great and good, all that is calculated to sustain, comfort,
instruct, edify, purify, refine or exalt intelligences, originated by
this science [of Theology] and this science alone, all other
sciences being but branches growing out of this root."
I drew a tree with a large trunk and eight branches. I taught them that all
learning "grows out" of Theology, our belief in God. We then labeled the
trunk Theology and each of the branches a different subject of learning. I
then asked them what they thought the roots could represent. After much
discussion we came to the conclusion that the roots represented our
covenants, correct principles of the gospel, the word and laws of God, truth.
Since then this concept has grown tremendously in our home. We even
commissioned an artist, my mom, to paint us a friendly tree (front cover)
with eight branches that hangs in our living room.
The next few pages explains the parts of the tree and how they work
together.
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Covenant ROOTS Knowing Who You are and Honoring Your Covenants
•Covenants we've made with God (Abrahamic Covenant)
•The Great Plan of Happiness
•Correct Doctrine and Principles of Christ

Theology TRUNK An Exact Science; Jesus Christ, the Source of All Knowledge
"Theology is the science of all other sciences and useful arts being in fact
the very foundation from which they emanate. It includes, philosophy,
astronomy, history, mathematics, geography, languages, the science of
letters, and blends the knowledge of all matters of fact, in every branch of art and
research. It includes, also, all the scientific discoveries and inventions -- agriculture,
the mechanical arts, architecture, shipbuilding, the properties and applications o the
mariner's compass, navigation and music. All that is useful, great and good, all
that is calculated to sustain, comfort, instruct, edify, purify, refine or exalt
intelligences, originated by this science and this science alone, all other sciences
being but branches growing out of this root.” (Parley P. Pratt, Key to the Science of
Theology, chapter 1.)
The Trunk is our belief in Jesus Christ; Divinity; our understanding of what we learn. A
trunk gives strength and is the center of the tree just as all our learning should be
centered on Christ for our strength. Our goal is to be like him.
To be like him, we study him:
His character and attributes
◦
His life and example
◦
His teachings and doctrines
◦
His love for us and all others
◦
His atonement and redemption
◦
Christ provides nourishment to our learning just as a trunk provides nourishment to
the branches and roots.
Christ is the focal point of all history, he is the author of all learning. Christ is involved
in each of our lives. We are complete when he sees his image in our countenance.

NOURISHMENT, Types of Theology
Revealed Theology is like Sunlight to a tree. It is only felt not held. This
can represent personal revelation and spiritual creation of beauty. It
includes visualizing, "looking forward to the fruit."
• Natural Theology is like the soil and water to a tree. It is tangible. This
can represent researching, studying, seeking and discovering. It is the
physical work required to create beauty.
Both types of Theology are nourishment to your testimony and requires action.
•
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Learning BRANCHES Specific Subjects of study, What You Are Interested In
Branches are what "grow out" of Theology, our belief in God.
There are two approaches:
1. Study by Subject and discover principles within
2. Study by Principle and find it in other subject
Remember all learning comes from God (trunk) and is connected.
The Subjects can be looked at as:
History - Providence, the hand of God in ALL things; the unfolding of His
plan
Geography - the setting for history; the game board for His Plan
Literature - The Light of Heaven Revealed to Mankind in written form; the
source of principles and doctrines to live by.
Language - A precious gift from God for enlightenment and preservation,
Language enables us to be warriors in helping teach others and bring them to
Christ.
Science - Laws of the Universe; God’s omniscience; learning and discovering
our place and the relationships within His plan
Math - The Language of God; Reveals His True Nature; Laws within The Plan
Music - A portion of the language of God; a way to praise Him
Art - a visual record of "His" story; the beauty [attributes] of God
We are Branches
"We sending you out as artists, scientist, teachers and philosophers. Will you
never forget the theme of the lesson we are talking about, that you are
but branches of a divine tree and that you of yourself, you can do nothing?
All truths whether called science or religions, or philosophy, come from a
divine source. "You, then, I plead with you, do not in your search for truth,
allow yourselves to become severed from the "vine." In all your learning,
measure it and test it by the white light of truth revealed to the prophet of God
and you will never be led astray." (Harold B. Lee, Commencement Address,
Brigham Young University, June 4, 1951, p. 19)
"All that is useful, great and good, all that is calculated to sustain, comfort,
instruct, edify, purify, refine or exalt intelligences, [are the] branches
growing out of [Theology]." (Key to the Science of Theology; Parley P.
Pratt)
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Useable FRUIT - the results of learning and understanding

Fruit - The results. What attracts you to the tree.
Fruit can be defined as many different things including:
1. PRODUCTION; that which is produced; the effect or consequence (1828
Dictionary)
2. LOVE of God! The peace and joy He brings to us.
3. Our personal CREATIONS of art, music, writing, encouragement, etc.
4. Our ACTIONS, what we do. They are what we do with the truths that
we have been given.
5. Our TALENTS and SKILLS, the gifts we have been given and what we
do with them
6. Our VISION! what we want out of life, or learning; our goals
7. OURSELVES! We are sculpting ourselves, we are the works of art, the
gift we give back to Christ
8. CHRIST!! The atonement gladdens our heart more than anything else,
He is our gift, our reward, our fruit
9. REMEMBRANCE
10.PROTECTION / shade
11. MASTERY
12. Fruits of the SPIRIT
While waiting for the fruit to grow we are learning patience, diligence and longsuffering - the gifts of the spirit.
Alma 32:43 ...Ye shall reap the rewards of your faith, and your diligence,
and patience, and long-suffering, waiting for the tree to bring forth fruit
unto you.
Just as a sculptor see the finished product in his mind before he begins. WE
MUST KNOW WHAT THE FRUIT IS so we can "look forward to the fruit (Alma
32:41)"; a goal
"I want to say that The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints accepts all that
is true in the world for whatever source it may come, with the knowledge that it
originated with the greatest of all scientists, our Father in
Heaven." (George Albert Smith, Groundbreaking Ceremonies, BYU, May 11, 1948,
pp. 2, 4-5)
"Education is the process by which the educator actively brings the student away
from a state of occultness (darkness) into a state of understanding (light). To bring
the student from darkness into the light of Christ.” ~ LuJean Livingston

I am not a teacher but an awakener. - Robert Frost
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This analogy has helped our
family tremendously. Some of
my children have made their
own and put their own
interests into the branches. It
is a confidence builder.
As Thom and I have
interviewed many educators
over the past few years we
have come to the conclusion of two things.
1) The education system is worse than I had originally thought.
Libraries don’t carry the wholesome books we grew up on and
learned to trust. Science is teaching us theory as fact. Art is not
teaching the divine principles - pushing out God. Our history
courses have been pushing out truth and God for years.
2) There is Great HOPE! So many recognize the problem and in their
own way are doing something about it. there are so many more
resources now available to teach your children the truth with
beauty and goodness.
No matter how you say it, “use the lens of the gospel,” “bridge the gap
between academics and the gospel,” “start with God,” “restoration
education” or as we call it, “gospel-directed learning” it all teaches us to
remember God and all truth comes from him - let’s find what’s true
and give him the credit. Please use the Theology Tree as a framework
to help you remember God. Enjoy!
With Increasing Light and Learning,
Tresta
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